
Discover The Desert
And Palatial Palaces &
Historic Forts of
Rajasthan



ABout Us
Delhi Rajasthan Car Tour is a Leading Tour Operator in
Jaipur with head office in New Delhi (Capital Of India). We
are Professional Travel service provider in Rajasthanwith
end-to-end Rajasthan tour offers. Beginning from exciting
travel itineraries, transport rental, accommodations end
on memorable trip experiences. Our prime commitment is
Clients Safety and Complete Satisfaction for any kind of
tour packages they select.



About Rajasthan

Rajasthan, India's largest state, is
famous for its rich history, vibrant
culture and stunning architecture.
The desert landscape is dotted with
luxurious palaces and historic forts,
showcasing the grandeur of the
Rajput rulers who once ruled the
region. 

https://www.delhirajasthancartour.com/rajasthan-tour-packages


Here are some notable desert palaces
and historical forts in Rajasthan

Palatial Palace:

1. City Palace Jaipur

Located in the heart of Jaipur, the City Palace is a
magnificent complex of courtyards, gardens and
buildings. It has a blend of Rajasthani and
Mughal architectural styles and houses the
Chandra Mahal and the Mubarak Mahal, among
other structures.

2. Udaipur City Palace

Facing Lake Pichola, the Udaipur City Palace is a
series of palaces built over centuries, featuring
intricate architecture and stunning views. The
palace complex also includes the City Palace
Museum, which displays artefacts and
exhibitions related to the history of the Mewar
region. Want to travel hassle-free and in a
luxurious way in city of royal kingdom, rent a
tempo traveller in Udaipur for city sightseeing.

https://www.delhirajasthancartour.com/car-rental-jaipur
https://www.delhirajasthancartour.com/tempo-traveller-udaipur


3. Lake Palace, Udaipur

Located in the middle of Lake Pichola, the Lake Palace
is a marble marvel that appears to be floating on
water. Now a luxury hotel, it was originally built as a
summer retreat by Maharana Jagat Singh II.

4. Jaisalmer Fort

Often known as the "Golden Fort", Jaisalmer Fort is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the largest
completely preserved fortified cities in the world.
Inside the fort, you will find palaces, Jain temples and
havelis (traditional townhouses). Hire tempo traveller
in Jaipur to complete the sightseeing tour in one day
or with stay.

https://www.delhirajasthancartour.com/tempo-traveller-jaipur
https://www.delhirajasthancartour.com/tempo-traveller-jaipur


Historical Forts

 1. Amer Fort, Jaipur

Situated on a hill, the Amber Fort is a
blend of Rajput and Mughal
architecture, offering a panoramic view
of the surrounding landscape. The
Sheesh Mahal (Hall of Mirrors) of the
fort is particularly famous for its
intricate mirror work.

2. Mehrangarh Fort, Jodhpur

Mehrangarh Fort, located above the
Blue City, is one of the largest forts in
India. The fort museum displays a rich
collection of artefacts including royal
palanquins, armor and musical
instruments.



3. Kumbhalgarh Fort

Kumbhalgarh Fort, known for having the second
longest wall in the world after the Great Wall of
China, is located in the Aravalli mountain range.
The fort complex includes a series of palaces,
temples and intricate carvings.

4. Chittorgarh Fort

A UNESCO World Heritage Site, Chittorgarh Fort is
known for its immense size and historical
importance. The fort has several palaces, gates
and towers, including the Vijay Stambh (Tower of
Victory) and the Kirti Stambh (Tower of Fame).
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 C-16 Shiv Puri Near Cheelgadi Restaurant, Jaipur
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